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Exhibition Essay 
 
Chaos, Flow, Meander 
 
Featuring the works of Hilary Johnstone, Greg Allen, and Vanessa Hyggen. This 
exhibition is curated by Zoë Schneider, Visual & Media Arts Coordinator, and 
organized and toured through the Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils 
(OSAC). 
 
The term ‘Chaos, Flow, Meander’ is a facet of the complex world of pattern; 
speaking to the tricky patterning found in nature that is not quite perfectly 
replicated- often featuring fractals. Beyond decorative, pattern serves as a 
function on the eye and mind, but can act out in any of the senses. Pattern has a 
rich history in art- serving as decorative and meditative tools, examples of 
technical prowess, and symbolisms. This exhibition explores varying degrees of 
pattern complexity in the works of three artists.  
 
Hilary Johnstone creates stunning visual depictions of landscapes found in the 
Precambrian shield and lake country of northern Saskatchewan with textiles; 
forming large, richly decorated quilts. As a long-time resident of Lac La Ronge, 
Johnstone’s works focus on trees, lakes, rocks, and forest floors; several of the 
works speak to the vicious forest fire that effected the region in the summer of 
2015. After the Fire shows tapered twisting trucks of trees against a chaotic yet 
subdued background, the sky is filled with shapes that can be read as birds fleeing 
the landscape. Johnstone’s quilts are meticulously rendered; utilizing satins, 
velvets and patterned cottons to emphasize spatiality and texture found in her 
beloved environment. Johnstone’s work continues the lineage of quilt-making; a 
rich history that implicates craft, domesticity, resourcefulness and utilitarianism. 
These quilts however are far from functional; drawing on her painting 
background, Johnstone builds the quilt surfaces with pattern and texture inherent 
to the textiles. Creating depth and complexity; Johnstone is able to capture the 
emotion and ephemeral quality found in the experience of a landscape.  
 
Greg Allen sharpens the focus on mycelium and forest undergrowth. Wildly 
colourful paintings zoom in on the delicate and elaborate patterns found on the 
forest floor. As a frequent camper in Northern Saskatchewan; Allen is surrounded 
by abundant inspiration. With a specific interest in mycelium (also known as fungi 
or mushrooms) Allen focuses on the fantastical shapes, colours and surfaces 
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found in the variety of species native to Northern Saskatchewan. In Allen’s works, 
pattern is created though an overwhelming treatment of the canvas. The 
mycelium creep to every area of the surface, no one specific area is highlighted 
over another, creating effects of abundance and intricacy. Allen’s paintings take 
on the quality of an embroidery or mosaic- a flattened effect that is in contrast 
with Johnstone’s quilts; an interesting contradiction in material and effect for 
both of these artists.  
 
Vanessa Hyggen, in contrast to Allen, zooms out and treats us to an aerial view of 
industry in the Saskatchewan landscape. Potash ponds and agriculture fields piece 
together like a patchwork quilt rendered in paint. The quilted impression of the 
subject matter thoughtfully engages with the quilted technique and concept of 
quilt found in Johnstone’s work. Both artists play with landscape in wildly 
different ways. The aerial view of industry can speak to both a distancing strategy 
and an exploratory one simultaneously; we are distanced from the particular 
workings of industry but are also privy to the larger effects it has on the 
landscape.  
 
These artists approach nature and landscape by examining and highlighting the 
rich pattern found therein. Fascinated and compelled by colour and pattern, the 
artists’ works function in contrast and conversation with each other. A dizzyingly 
sumptuous exhibition, Chaos, Flow, Meander is sure to enthrall and engage. 
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Vocabulary 
 
Aerial perspective The perception of depth in nature can be enhanced by the appearance of 

atmospheric haze. Although this haze is most commonly humidity (or 

cloudiness), it could be rain or snow, smoke, or any other kind of vapour. 

Aerial perspective is the portrayal of that atmospheric haze -- one means 

to adding to an illusion of depth in depicting space on a flat surface. It is 

achieved by using less focus, along with bluer, lighter, and duller hues for 

the distant spaces and objects depicted in a picture.  
 

Background The part of a picture or scene that appears to be farthest away from the 
viewer, usually nearest the horizon. 

 

Chaos unpredictable behaviour which appears random and is often the result of 
disorder and confusion. Chaos theory is an influence  

 

Composition   The plan, placement or arrangement of the elements of art in a work of 
art. 

 

Conceptual Referring to the concepts or ideas behind a work of art; conceptual art is 

intended to convey this idea or a concept to the viewer. 
 

Curator A curator is someone who supervises the development or selection of art 
for a gallery or museum. 

 

Fibre Art   art made from cloth, yarn or other similar material (textiles). 
 

Flow   To move along in a steady or continuous fashion. 
    
Formal Qualities The structural qualities that make up an artwork; focusing on the 

effective organization of the elements of art through the use of the 
principles of design. 

 

Focal point The portion of an artwork's composition on which interest or attention 
centres.  

 

Foreground The area of a picture or field of vision, often at the bottom, that appears 
to be closest to the viewer. 
 

Horizon line A level line in a landscape image where water or land seems to end and 
the sky begins. Vanishing points are usually located on this line.  

 

Landscape A section or expanse of rural scenery, usually extensive, that can be seen 
from a single viewpoint; a picture representing natural inland or coastal 
scenery; Fine Arts definition: The category of aesthetic subject matter in 
which natural scenery is represented. 

 

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Con.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Con.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Sq.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Q.html
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Meander follow a winding course; the water in a stream meanders around bends. 
 

Movement The arrangement of the parts of an image to create a sense of motion by 

using lines, shapes, forms, and textures that cause the eye to move over 

the work. 
 

Narrative Representing stories or events pictorially or sculpturally: narrative 

painting. 
 

Pattern The repetition of any thing – shapes, lines, colours – also called a motif, in 

design. 
 

Quilt  (1) a blanket consisting of two layers of fabric stitched together, with 
insulation between (usually cotton or wool), often having a decorative 
design. (2) The process of stitching through layers of fabric to construct a 
quilt. 

 

Repetition A way of combining elements of art so that the same elements are used 
over and over again. Thus, a certain colour or shape might be used 
several times in the same picture. Repetition also can contribute to 
movement and rhythm in a work of art. 

 

Repurpose To reuse for a different purpose, or to alter to make more suited for a 
different purpose. 

 

Serene   Calm, peaceful, or tranquil; unruffled: a serene landscape. 
 

Shallow Space As soon as images start to look three-dimensional, or has shapes that 

stack up one on top of another, the illusion of space is created. If spatial 

illusion is minimal, or controlled to not open up very much depth, shallow 

space is created. 
 

Textile   cloth or fabric. 
 

Texture An element of art, texture is the surface quality or "feel" of an object, its 

smoothness, roughness, softness, etc. Textures may be actual or 

simulated. Actual textures can be felt with the fingers, while simulated 

textures are suggested by an artist in the painting of different areas of a 

picture — often in representing drapery, metals, rocks, hair, etc. 
 

Traditional  a handed-down, long-established concept in art making. Tradition in art 

can pertain to imagery, process, method, media, or concept. 
   

Visual Elements        The basic components used by the artist when producing works 
                                            of art. Those elements are colour, value, line, shape, form, 
                                            texture, and space. 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fabric
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/stitched
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/insulation
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/decorative
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/design
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/reuse
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/purpose
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/alter
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/purpose
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/E.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Su.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Q.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/O.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Si.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/P.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Pf.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Reh.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Dj.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/Me.html
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The Tour 
 

1. Focus Attention 
 

Provide an opportunity for all members of the group to participate. Ask some questions 
which focus the group’s attention and introduce some key concepts in the exhibition. 
Invite participants to consider their own experiences. 
 

 How many of you have seen an art exhibition before? 

 What did you see? 

 What do you expect to see today? 

 Why do artists make ART? 

 What materials do they use? 

 How do art works communicate ideas? 

 

2. Introduce the Exhibition 
 
The viewing process often involves dialogue-either a silent one between the viewer and 
the work of art or a verbal one involving two or more viewers discussing an artwork. You 
are a catalyst. Your task is to stimulate dialogue and initiate discussion. You will not tell 
a group about each work. You will supply some information at appropriate points. 
 
What is the title of this exhibition and where did it come from?  
Today you will be looking at the exhibit Chaos, Flow, Meander. The exhibition is touring 
the province through the Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils’ (OSAC) Arts on 
the Move touring exhibition program.  
 
Why has this exhibition come to your (our) community? 
The exhibition is being toured by OSAC to communities like yours throughout 
Saskatchewan.  OSAC is a non-profit organization of groups of volunteers in over 50 
Saskatchewan towns and cities across the province. The vision of OSAC is that the arts 
will be integrated into the lives of Saskatchewan people through assisting the arts 
council members in developing, promoting and programming the performing and visual 
arts. 
 
Before we talk about the images, I would like each of you to quietly walk through the 
exhibition and look at all the work.  We will take about 5 minutes to do this, and then 
meet back here to talk about what you saw. 
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3. Questioning Strategy  
 

The purpose of questioning is to set up conditions for learning.  Questions can focus the 
group’s attention on specific concepts or ideas. Following are a wide range of questions.  
They are presented to offer you options and stimulate your thoughts. A good 
questioning strategy starts with good knowledge of the exhibition being presented.  See 
background information about the artist and the exhibition. 
Questions should be: 

 Clear in their meaning  

 Easily understood 

 Simple 

 Specific  

 Definite and direct 

 Thought provoking and challenging 

 

a.  First Impressions 
 

Gather the group together and ask guiding questions that will allow them to describe 
their first impressions of the exhibition.  Begin by focusing on one artwork. Ask the 
following questions in order.  
 
What is the first word that comes into your mind when you look at this artwork? 
Record their answers on a large sheet of paper with a marker. 
Collect as many words as possible. Select one word from the list.  
 
What has the artist done, specifically, to make you think of the word ______? 
The viewer may describe what they see in the artwork.  This will generally lead the 
viewer from an initial impression into a more analytical exploration of details. 

 Subjects 

 Lines 

 Techniques 

 Colours 

 Textures 
  

 Space 

 Shapes 

b.  Analysis 
 

Analysis is a process of gathering evidence. This step acknowledges that the artist has 
manipulated the materials (media) and the elements in such a way as to elicit the 
viewer’s first impression. 

 
The group will compare and contrast visual elements, analyze relationships among 
visual elements and gather evidence that leads to meaning in the work. 
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Begin by taking a visual inventory of the formal elements, such as, line, colour, shape 
and texture and describe how the artist has used these elements in the artwork. 
(Refer to Part I: Vocabulary/Glossary.)   
 
Ask the following: 

 What do you notice first and where does your eye travel from there? 

 What other details do you see in this artwork? 

 What techniques and devices (medium) did the artist use? 

 What do you see up close, and what is noticeable far away? 

 What visual elements are repeated? 

 Compare this artwork with another work in the exhibition. 

 What is different and what is the same? 

 What shapes or symbols have you seen before?  Where? 

 How did the artist use colour? What effect did the artist achieve through their 

use of colour?  

 To what effect did the artist use line? Do the lines draw your eye along any 

particular path of movement? Do they emphasize any one part of the work?  

 Are the shapes you see geometric or organic? What effect did the artist achieve 

through her choice?  

 What role does contrast play in this work?  

Artists are aware of our expectations and cultural conditioning.  They can use them 
when planning the impact of their work.  Sometimes they deliberately challenge our 
ways of thinking. 
 

c.  Interpretation 
 

At this stage, you will be asking questions that encourage the group to explain the meaning 
they discover in the works. Comparing works often makes the interpretation process flow 
more easily.  
Please ask the following questions: 

 If this artwork were the cover of a CD, what kind of music would it be? 

 If this artwork were the cover of a book, what would the book be about? 

 Do the art works tell stories?  Which ones? What stories? 
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 What symbols does the artist use? 

 Where do these symbols come from?  What do you think they mean? 

 What was the artist’s purpose in creating these works? (See background 
information of artists and exhibition) 

 Do these artworks speak of the past, present or the future? 

Remember that there is no right or wrong answer to any question! 

d. Context 

Information about the artist and the exhibition (found in the background information 
section of this education package) can be shared with participants during the tour as the 
opportunity arises. Split this information up, especially for younger students.  Too much 
lecturing on the part of the tour leader breaks the momentum of the tour.  

 

 If you were able to give this artwork a title, what would the title be? 

 What title do you think the artist chose for this artwork? (Look on the title card to 

see what title the artist chose for the artwork.) 

 Now that you know what title the artist has given this artwork, does it bring new 

meaning to the work? 

 

e. Synthesis 
 

Now it is time to combine all of the information gathered during the stages of: 
First Impressions, Analysis, Interpretation and Context, so the viewer may arrive at a 
personal evaluation of the artwork. Ask the following: 
 

 What will you remember most about this artwork? 

 What is its significance to the community? 

 

Next, review the artist’s intent (refer to the Background Information, Artists). Compare 
the artist’s intent with the viewer’s personal interpretation and evaluation. 
Ask the following: 
 

 Did the artists achieve their purpose? 

 What one thing will you remember most about this exhibition?  
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Pre- Tour Activities 
 

The following activities may be used as pre-tour activities to introduce concepts 
presented in the exhibition.  They have been developed according to the Saskatchewan 
Arts Education Curriculum objectives for grades K - 12.  They are intended to inspire 
your group to respond through creative reflection and expression and to complement 
their viewing and learning experiences. 
 

Repeat Patterns 
Recommended for Grades 4-8 
 

Objectives 
To engage students in the process of creating a mirror repeat pattern with the use of a 
single tile and inspiration from natural forms. Consider how aspects of movement, 
texture and repetition aid in the creation of pattern. 
 
Curriculum Connection 

 Make keen observations of detail, and increase skill in representing unique 
features of individual people, animals, plants and objects 

 Observe and identify details of physical appearance 

 Demonstrate imaginative use of the elements of art including line, colour, 
texture, shape, form and space 

 
Resources  
The following activity and website is by http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-
patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html 
 
Materials 

 Tile template 

 Pencils 

 Pencil crayons, Pastels, markers 
 
Vocabulary 
On pages 5-6, use the definitions provided to focus on the following words: 

 Composition 

 Movement 

 Pattern 

 Repetition 

 Texture 
 

http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
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Procedure 
 
Begin this activity by discussing a variety of patterns found in nature, for example the 
stripes on a tiger, the leaves on a tree or the wings of a butterfly. If your class is 
equipped with a smart board use it to display examples of naturally occurring patterns 
to the students.  
 
Once you have discussed naturally occurring patterns visit the website  
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html and review the 
sample repeat pattern activity which uses the pattern of a butterfly wing to build a new 
unique pattern. 
 

      
Greg Allen, The Wall, acrylic on canvas, 2015 

 
Have students select a species from nature with a naturally occurring pattern have them 
draw a square over one part of the image as the basis for their single tile. Students will 
then fill the first tile with the pattern found in that square. As discussed on the website 
example once the first tile is complete then the image is flipped to fill in the remaining 
four tiles.  
 
Once the tiles have been filled students can explore a variety of colors to build an array 
of patterns. Before the tiles are colored photocopy each students new pattern and have 
them explore how the pattern works using different colours for each sheet. 

http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/repeat-patterns/repeat-patterns-1.html
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Four Unit Tile Template 
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Understanding Landscapes  
Recommended for Grades K-12 
 

Objectives 
To encourage students to explore the components that make up a landscape painting. 
This activity will help to enhance the students’ understanding of artistic choices in 
creating a landscape image. 
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Recognize the difference between natural and built environments 

 Observe and identify details of physical appearance 

 Observe and identify objects from different viewpoints 

 Explore size relationships 

 Investigate and observe how people, animals and objects look different from 
different viewpoints 

 
Resources  
The following activity and website is by Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery in 
Birmingham, UK. at http://www.schoolsliaison.org.uk/kids/landscape.htm 
 
Materials  

 Smart board  

 And/or Internet access   
 
Vocabulary 
On pages 5-6, use the definitions provided to focus on the following words: 

 Horizon Line 

 Linear Perspective 

  Aerial view 

 Vanishing Point 

 Background 

 Middle ground 

 Foreground  
 
Procedure 
Visit the website http://www.schoolsliaison.org.uk/kids/landscape.htm which presents 
an interactive activity for students to explore artistic approaches in creating landscape 
images. The activity, which would work great on a Smart Board, looks at how to create a 
sense of depth or space, how the picture plane is broken down into thirds – foreground, 
middle ground and background, and the placement of a horizon line and how this 
affects the perspective of the landscape. 

http://www.schoolsliaison.org.uk/kids/landscape.htm
http://www.schoolsliaison.org.uk/kids/landscape.htm
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This activity also looks at historic landscape images and locates the horizon lines and 
vanishing points. The final activity allows the students to create a landscape image using 
different options for backgrounds, middle grounds and foregrounds. Their resulting 
images can be printed off. 
 
After students have viewed the exhibition conclude this activity with a class discussion 
on how works from Chaos, Flow, Meander compare with what they have just learned 
about landscapes.  
 
Have the students determine where the backgrounds, middle grounds and foregrounds 
are. How are these areas of these quilted works and paintings distinct or separate from 
one another? Are the distinctions subtle or pronounced? Is the horizon line in the same 
place in the paintings or does it move higher, lower or disappear from one painting to 
the next? Consider the varying perspectives and determine how close or far the viewer 
is from the subject matter and where the viewer is situated. 
 
After analyzing Johnstone, Allen and Hyggen’s work separately, look at the pieces as a 
whole. Which artworks are similar, and which ones are different? How does the artist 
treat the background, middle grounds and fore grounds differently? How do they do it 
similar? Are the horizon lines similar or different? Do they look good grouped together? 
How does each of these landscapes evoke different feelings? 

 
 
 
 

Tour Activities  
 

The following activities may be used during the tour to understand concepts while 
viewing the exhibitions. They have been developed according to the Saskatchewan Arts 
Education Curriculum objectives for grades K - 12.  They are intended to inspire your 
group to respond through creative reflection and expression and to complement their 
viewing and learning experience. 
 

Y- Chart 
Recommended for Grades 3-12  

 
Objectives 
To have students interpret artwork as a group using a Y-chart to determine what a 
specific piece of artwork looks like, sounds like, and feels like.  
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Curriculum Connections 

 Explore inquiry questions visually 

 Observe visual details 

 Demonstrate critical and creative thinking when responding to visual art 

 Interpret and understand that figures, objects, etc., can imply a multiplicity of 
meanings 
 

Materials 

 Pencil 

 Paper 

 Y-chart (provided on next page for print on page 20)  
 

Procedure 
During the tour, split students into groups of 3-4 and give each group a Y-chart and a 
pencil. Each group will collectively decide on one piece in the exhibition. They are to 
interpret the piece using their senses. After groups have filled out their Y-chart the 
students will gather together. One speaker from each group will share with the class the 
piece their group chose, and their interpretations. 
 
This activity can also be conducted as a group activity, with the instructor leading the 
discussion. Ask the following questions, and fill out the Y-chart: 
 
What does the artwork look like? 
These are immediate visuals that you see when looking at the piece of art. 

 E.g. red, blue, circles, bold lines, birds, brushstrokes, etc.  
 

What does the artwork sound like? 
Students ask themselves, “if this piece came alive what would I hear?” 

 E.g. loud, silence, banging, machinery, river flowing, etc.  
 

What does the artwork feel like? 
Students will write down what emotions they feel while viewing the artwork.  

 E.g.  calm, angry, confused, etc.  
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Description Game 
Recommended for Grades K-6 
 
 

Objective 
To increase students’ awareness of the elements of visual art through description and 
have them visually study works of art. 
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Identify different colors, lines, textures, shapes. Forms and patters in in 
surrounding and art works  

 Observe and identify details of the physical appearance of plants, animals, and 
objects and create visual representations.  

 Note how patterns can be created by repetitions of colours, lines, and shapes.  

 Identify and explore many different colors in own surroundings and in art works, 
and identify red, yellow, and blue as primary colours 

 Identify and explore many different textures, shapes and forms in own 
surroundings and in art works.  

 Classify a large variety of lines 

 Describe and represent the position of objects relative to other objects (space 
and size) 

 Observe visual details, and include details to enhance depictions of animals, 
people and objects.  

 Identify geometric and organic shapes and forms; symmetrical and asymmetrical 
shapes and forms 
 

Concepts  
This activity gives students the opportunity to investigate and view art in two different 
ways.  
 

1. Students who are describing the artwork must find ways of investigating and 
describing the elements of visual art to their blindfolded classmates.  This 
encourages students to engage in conversations about art using terminology 
applicable to their grade. Encourage younger students to focus on lines, colours, 
patterns and textures. While older grades can describe objects in relativity, visual 
details, shapes and forms.  

 
2. Students who are listening to the description of the artwork are limited in their 

senses therefor must use their audio skills to understand art. This forces the 
students to trust the student describing the artwork, and to use their imagination 
to understand the painting.  
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As well, this activity is a great way of group interaction amongst peers to trust and listen 
to each other.  
 
Procedure 
Sit students in the gallery and have all but one close their eyes.  The student whose eyes 
are open is asked to choose and describe a work of art there in the gallery.  As this 
describer proceeds, the other children are asked to reconstruct in their mind’s eye their 
own version of the observer’s vision.  When the description is finished, everyone opens 
his or her eyes and guesses which artwork has been described. 

 
Contour Lines- Drawing 
Recommended for Grades 5-12 

 
Objective 
To develop student’s drawing skills, through the use of contour lines. 
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Examine ways of creating contrast 

 Investigate how proportion is a matter of size comparison 

 Make keen observations of detail, and increase skill in representing unique 
features of individual people, animals, plants and objects 
 

Materials 

 Pencil 

 Paper 

 Eraser  
 

Concepts 
Contour drawing is an artistic technique in which the artist sketches contours of a 
subject, resulting in a drawing that is an outline. Because there are no details, and the 
drawing is comprised of lines, the variation of lines becomes crucial. The length, width, 
and thickness of the lines are what create three dimensionality. This activity will help 
students develop special skills by creating depth and three dimensionality on a two 
dimensional surface.  
 
Procedure  
Students may choose one a piece of art in the exhibition. Have them sit in front of the 
artwork with paper and their drawing utensil. Have them study the photo. What objects 
are in the foreground, and what is in the background? Replicate the art work using only 
contour lines.  How will the students achieve three dimensionality, and create a drawing 
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with a foreground, middle ground and background using only contour times. Typically, 
objects in the background will have thinner lines, and objects in the foreground with 
have thicker lines. Use a variety of line lengths to create the texture of trees and nature. 
Students should be looking at the art work and their drawing equal amounts. The image 
provided on page 21 is a finished example of a contour line drawing of the Hilary 
Johnstone’s Fire on the Water. 
 

Contour Lines- Coloring  
Recommended from Grades K-4 
 

Objective 
To give students a better understanding of contour line drawings. As well, develop 
attention to detail by replicating a painting into a drawing.  
 

Curriculum Connections 

 Identify different lines, colours, textures shapes, forms and patterns in 
surroundings and art works, and apply this understanding in own work 

 Demonstrate imaginative use of the elements of art including line, colour, 
texture, shape, form and space 

 Use of contour lines 

 Understanding that overlapping objects is a way to show their placement in 
space 
 

Materials 

 Contour Line drawing (provided on page 18) 

 Pencil crayons 
 

Concepts 
Contouring lines is an artistic technique in which the artist sketches contours of a 
subject that results in a drawing that is an outline. Therefore, the thickness and length 
of lines become very important.  This activity will help students have an understanding 
of t contour lines and how a drawing is created through strictly lines. As well, this 
activity will develop students’ attention to detail, and drawing skills by replication.  
 

Procedure  
Hand out a photocopy of the drawing provided on the following page. This is a contour 
line drawing of Hilary Johnstone’s Fire on the Water. Have students sit in front of 
Johnstone’s landscape with pencil crayons. Have the students pay close attention to the 
details of the work of art, and try to match the colors and rendering correctly.  
*Once the class has completed this exercise try have students use the mirroring 
technique of the Repeat Pattern exercise to create a block quilt with each students 
work.  
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 Post Tour Activities 
 
The following activities may be used as post-tour activities to review and reflect on 
concepts presented in the exhibition.  They have been developed according to the 
Saskatchewan Arts Education Curriculum objectives for grades K - 12.  They are intended 
to inspire your group to respond through creative expression and to complement their 
viewing and learning experiences. 

  
Paper Quilts – Traditional Quilt Blocks 
Recommended for Grades 3-12  
 

Objectives  
To introduce the students to concepts of traditional quilt-making 
To respond to the exhibition “Chaos, Flow, Meander” by acknowledging the 
history of the craft behind the work 

 
Materials 

A variety of coloured and patterned paper such as construction paper, origami 
paper, magazine pages.  
Scissors, glue and rulers 
12 x 12” squares of heavy paper or card to use as background 

 
Vocabulary 
On pages 5-6, use the definitions provided to focus on the following words: 

 Composition 

 Movement 

 Pattern 

 Repetition 

 Texture 
 
Preparation 

Begin by discussing why quilts are made. Ask the class what a quilt is, and why 
people might want to make them.  

 
Show the class the following examples of quilt design. Emphasize the fact that the 
designs are made up of triangles, rectangles and squares. Younger grades may make a 
game of identifying the different shapes. Older grades may be given the task of 
researching other traditional designs and coming up with their own examples, and may 
wish to use more than one design to create a larger block. More examples may be found 
online at http://www.blockcrazy.com/index.htm 

http://www.blockcrazy.com/index.htm
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Nine-Patch 
 

 
Log Cabin 
 
 

 
Maple Leaf 

 
Propeller  
 
 

 
Right and Left 
 

 
Square And A Half 
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Susannah 
 
 

Procedure:  
Have students select a design and begin by laying out one of the traditional 
designs out of their choice of paper, selecting colours and patterns that appeal to 
them.  For younger students, you may wish to make templates for cutting the 
quilt pieces. 2, 3 and 4” squares would be a good start, and cut diagonally in half 
to make triangles. 

 
When they are happy with their selection, have them glue the design to a 

background of heavy paper.  
 

To finish the activity, hang the finished paper quilts together in a grid, to have the 
appearance of a large, collaborative quilt. Talk about how the quilts work 
together and individually. Have students talk about their colour and pattern 
choices. 

 
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Demonstrate imaginative use of the elements of art including line, colour, 
texture, shape, form and space 

 Identify and create visual patterns 

 Examine how visual weight is created through the use of size, colour, contour, 
texture, value position and so on.  
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Tessellations 
Recommended for Grades K-12 

 
Objectives 
To understand how altering basic shapes such as squares can create the base for a 
repeating pattern and can create a series of interlocking shapes. 
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Demonstrate imaginative use of the elements of art including line, colour, 
texture, shape, form and space 

 Identify and create visual patterns 

 Examine how visual weight is created through the use of size, colour, contour, 
texture, value position and so on.  

 Make keen observations of detail, and increase skill in representing unique 
features of individual people, animals, plants and objects 

 
Materials 

 Paper 

 Scissors 

 Crayons, coloured pencils, pastels, etc. 

 Sponges 

 Paint 
 
Vocabulary 
On pages 5-6, use the definitions provided to focus on the following words: 

 Composition 

 Movement 

 Pattern 

 Repetition 

 Texture 
 
Procedure 
Begin by having students cut a 3” x 3” square out of a thicker cardstock. Using a pencil 
have students draw a shape along one edge of the square and then a second shape 
along a perpendicular side of the square. Have the students cut out the shape and then 
tape them to the opposite side of the square. Once a new shape has been created have 
students trace the shapes on a fresh sheet of paper so they interlock. 
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Once the pattern has been repeated across the page have students use colour to play 
with variations on the pattern or have students add details to the shapes turning them 
into a figure, creature or plant. For example our tessellation could be turned into a 
hedgehog. For younger students have them draw a shape on just one side of a sponge. 
Cut the shape out and use both halves dipped in paint to create an interlocking pattern 
on a page or canvas. 
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Abstracted Environments 
Recommended for grades 5-12 

 
Objectives  
To understand how exaggerating, distorting, or repeating the elements of a particular 
subject in a work of art can create an expressive and powerful image that has aspects of 
movement and texture.  
 
Curriculum Connections 

 Describe how ideas can come from such sources as memory, research, 
observation, feelings, or imagination 

 Use self-reflection and describe why its important to visual art processes 

 Use the elements of line, colour, texture, shape, form and space 

 Identify and create visual patterns 

 Recognize that visual art is means of personal exploration and communication, 
and appreciate the importance of visual expression 

 Manipulate the elements of art, principles of design, images, and symbols to 
express ideas and communicate visually 

 Examine how visual weight is created through the use of size, colour, contour, 
texture, value position and so on.  

 
Concepts  
Students will create an abstract painting of a significant environment in which they have 
a personal connection to. This gives them to opportunity to use art as a personal 
exploration. When the students create the work, they will focus on the shapes, lines, 
texture, movement, repetition and forms that create the environment. This allows 
students to use the elements of visual art to create pattern and depict a space without 
using recognizable objects. As well, the colours the students use to depict the space will 
be representative of the feeling and general attitude they have towards their 
environment.  
 
Materials  

 Paper 

 Pencils 

 Acrylic or tempera paint 

 Paint brushes 
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Procedure 
Have your students look closely at William Morris’ tapestries such as Acanthus and Vine, 
M. C. Escher’s Day and Night and Wassily Kandinsky’s Winter Landscape.What are the 
dominant qualities of the works? Form, line, texture, shapes? 
 

 
M.C. Escher, Day and Night, 1938 (http://www.mcescher.com/gallery/switzerland-belgium/day-and-night/) 

 

 
Wassily Kandinsky, Winter Landscape, 1909 (http://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-123.php) 

 
Discuss how each artist exaggerated or simplified certain forms to communicate 
something about the particular environment in his or her work of art. Through this 
exaggeration of form, the artists have abstracted their image. Although they reference 
subject matter from nature, they also read like abstracts. 

http://www.mcescher.com/gallery/switzerland-belgium/day-and-night/)
http://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-123.php
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Explain to the students that when they are looking for inspiration for an abstract image, 
they need to change the way they look at the world around them. They need to stop 
seeing the big picture and look for details; to look at the shapes and patterns which 
occur, rather than focusing on the actual objects.  
 
Ask your students to look at an image of an atmosphere that they know well. This 
atmosphere should be a significant environment to which they have a personal 
connection to. This could be the surrounding landscape that they live in, their bedroom, 
grandparents’ home, etc; ask them to describe which lines, forms or shapes are the 
most important in their environment. 
 
Discuss with the students the concepts of colour intensity, and complementary colours 
and how combining bright and dull colours and contrasting colours can create dynamic 
images.  
 
Have your students create a drawing of the place they have chosen, focusing on the 
patterns found or repeated. By emphasizing the most important lines or forms in the 
environment, they will create an abstracted image.  
 
Once the drawings are complete, the students can add colour with paint. Encourage 
them to explore colour contrasts with bright and dull or low intensity colours, light and 
dark colours and complementary colours. 
 
Exhibit the finished paintings in the classroom and discuss how they are similar to or 
different from one another. How has each student used lines, shapes, forms and colour 
to describe his or her subject? Note how the subject is not always evident in an abstract 
work of art. What does each work of art convey about the particular 
environment depicted? Discuss the ways in which the abstract elements in the drawings 
are expressive and use pattern to create focal areas. 
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Background Information 
 

List of Works  

 

1 Hilary Johnstone, Downton Lake, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 20x22, 2013 

2 Hilary Johnstone, Nut Bay Island, Clouds Rising, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 43x 9, 2016 

3 Hilary Johnstone, Yellow Swirl, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 39x51, 2016 

4 Hilary Johnstone, Wild Fire, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 32x50, 2015 

5 Hilary Johnstone, After the Eli Fire, Lac La Ronge, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 
40x30, 2016 

6 Hilary Johnstone, Spruce River Highlands, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 16x27, 2009 

7 Hilary Johnstone, The Dock on Sandy Island, Reindeer Lake, Fabric, Thread, 
Batting, 52x45, 2016 

8 Hilary Johnstone, Sunrise, Lac La Ronge, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 36x32, 2015 

9 Hilary Johnstone, Fire on the Water, Fabric, Thread, Batting, 52x38, 2016 

10 Greg Allen, Fruiting Bodies I, Acrylic on Canvas, 16x40, 2016 

11 Greg Allen, Fruiting Bodies II, Acrylic on Canvas, 16x40, 2016 

12 Greg Allen, The Wall, Acrylic on Canvas, 48x36, 2015 

13 Vanessa Hyggen, Aerial Potash, Acrylic on Canvas, 36x24, 2012 

14 Vanessa Hyggen, Aerial Agriculture, Acrylic on Canvas, 40x30, 2015 
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OSAC Visual Arts Exhibition Schedule 

Start Date             End Date Presenter 

14-Jan-2017 23-Feb-2017 Last Mountain Lake Cultural Centre  

Last Mountain Lake Cultural Centre 

01-Mar -2017 23-Mar-2017 Leader & District Arts Council 

Council Chambers, Leader Town Office  

01-Sep-2017 23-Sep-201 La Ronge Arts Council 

Mistasinik Place 

01-Oct-2017 23-Nov-2017 Shellbrook & District Arts Council 

Shellbrook Wapati Library 

01-Jan-2018 23-Feb-2018 Shaunavon Arts Council 

Grand Coteau Heritage and Cultural Centre 

01-Mar-2018 23-Mar-2018 Hudson Bay Allied Arts Council 

Brooks Hall 

01-Apr-2018 23-Apr-2018 Tisdale Arts Council 

Tisdale Middle & Secondary School 

01-May-2018 23-May-2018 Watrous Area Arts Council 

Watrous Art & Cultural Centre 

01-Jun-2018 23-Jun-2018 Melville Arts Council 

Gallery Works and The Third Dimension 

01-Jul-2018 23-Aug-2018 Godfrey Dean Art Gallery 

Godfrey Dean Art Gallery 

01-Sep-2018 23-Sep-2018 Lloydminster Allied Arts Council 

Lloydminster Cultural and Science Centre 

01-Oct-2018 23-Oct-2018 Kipling & District Arts Council 

Kipling Community Centre 
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01-Nov-2018 23-Nov-2018 Melfort Arts Council 

Sherven- Smith Art Gallery 

01-Mar-2019 23-Apr-2019 Outlook & District Arts Council 

Art Gallery of Outlook 

01-May-2019 23-May-2019 Prince Albert Council for the Arts 

John V. Hicks Gallery at the Prince Albert Arts Centre 

01-Jun-2019 23-Jun-2019 Biggar & District Arts Council 

Biggar Museum and Gallery 

01-Sep-2019 23-Sep-2019 Weyburn Arts Council 

Allie Griffin Art Gallery 

01-Oct-2019 23-Oct-2019 Assiniboia & District Arts Council 

Shurniak Art Gallery 

01-Nov-2019 23-Dec-2019 Station Arts Centre, Rosthern 

Station Arts Centre, Rosthern 

01-May-2020 01-Jun-2020 Battlefords’ Allied Arts Council 

Chapel Gallery 
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Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Council

The touring exhibition, Chaos, Flow, Meander, featuring the work of Greg Allen, Hilary 
Johnstone and Vanessa Hyggen was organized by the Organization of Saskatchewan Arts 
Councils (OSAC) and toured through OSAC’s Arts on the Move Program. 
 
The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils (OSAC) is a provincial arts organization 
founded in 1968 by a group of volunteers representing eight arts councils from across 
the province.  Since its inception, OSAC has grown and currently has 48 volunteer run 
arts councils and over 100 school centres. OSAC's vision is to be a vital and identifiable 
arts organization, with a purpose to make the visual arts and performing arts relevant to 
the personal and community lives of Saskatchewan people.  
 
OSAC coordinates three Performing Arts Programs resulting in more than 250 concerts 
on an annual basis.  Stars for Saskatchewan is an adult community concert series, 
Koncerts for Kids is a series of performances geared to family audiences and Junior 
Concerts features professional performing artists in entertaining educational school 
concerts. 
 
Saskatchewan Showcase of the Arts, OSAC's annual conference, features visual art 
exhibitions, performances, workshops, annual general meeting, display hall and much 
more. 
 

Visual & Media Arts Program 
The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils’ (OSAC) Visual Arts Program offers a 
number of opportunities and services to audiences and artists throughout the province.  
Our aim is to develop an awareness and appreciation for visual and media arts in the 
province of Saskatchewan, and to assist in the creative and professional development of 
Saskatchewan visual artists.   
 
Since 1975, OSAC’s Saskatchewan...Arts on the Move program has provided 
communities throughout the province with visual and media arts exhibitions & 
screenings. Each exhibition is accompanied by education materials that compliment the 
Saskatchewan Education Arts Curriculum, offering arts councils, gallery staff and 
teacher’s strategies and means of engaging youth and audiences with the touring 
exhibitions.  The program annually tours 15 exhibitions of visual and media arts to over 
50 arts council communities. 
 
The Local Adjudications program, partially funded by OSAC and organized by arts 
councils, provides an opportunity for artists to participate in an exhibition, attend 
professional development workshops, have their work critiqued by an adjudicator, and 
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network with their colleagues. Artists, who are noted to be accomplished emerging 
artists at the adjudication by the adjudicator/s, will be invited to submit exhibition 
proposals to OSAC to be considered for a touring exhibition.   
 
The Visual Arts Program Grants offer arts councils funding for adjudications, classes, 
workshops, professional development seminars, exhibition extension activities in 
response to touring exhibitions and exhibition tour guide training. 
 
Short Term Artist in Residence (STAR) is a recently initiated program to promote visual 
literacy and increase public awareness of the visual arts by linking artists and exhibitions 
with communities. Facilitated by an artist, whose work is currently touring with OSAC, 
the program offers ways of engaging with visual artworks through artist talks and hands-
on activities in response to an exhibition. 
 

For further information about our programs: 
visit our website www.osac.sk.ca email us info@osac.sk.ca or call us at (306) 586 1252 

Our office is located at 1102 – 8th Avenue, Regina, SK  S4R 1C9 
                                                                 
                                                                 
 

Funded by: 
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